Randy Sexton
Supply List
SUGGESTED......!!.....
Detailed below is my full time palette (just so you
know)…
Please feel free to use colors that you are more familiar
with..(no need to purchase or add anything)
…or If you are a beginner you can limit yourself to the
*’d colors.
Colors:
- Ivory Black*
Ultramarine Blue*
- Viridian Hue (Holbein) or Viridian
- Transparent Red Oxide
- Quinacridone Red or Alizarin Crimson*
- Cadmium Scarlet, ( or Cad Red Light)
- Gold Ochre (or yellow ochre pale)
- Cadmium Lemon Yellow (or Cad Yellow Light) *
- Titanium White*
OPTIONAL COLORS: Venetian Red or Naples Yellow
for figure , Compose or manganese for skies.

Brushes:
( A well maintained assortment that contains some of
the following:),
HOG BRISTLE:: Filberts, Flats, and Rounds#4,#6,#8…..with one larger flat
SOFT SYNTHETIC OR NATURAL HAIR Brights,
1/8”, 1/4”
Soft Hair detail brush Rounds- 000, - 1 A Rigger brush
if you like how I use it
Hardware:
French easel…or comparable. Whatever your home
studio has
Solvent container
Clean Solvent; Gamsol or Turpinoid)
Palette Knife
Mediums, Faster drying…
.I use Graham’s Walnut Alkyd Medium..(but, again use
whatever you are familiar with)
….otherwise…just use Gamsol or Turpinoid
Panels or Canvas:
4- 5 panels or canvas in your comfort zone ranging
from 11x 14 to 18 x 24
We have four weeks of content..so at least 4 paintings
that you will start….more if you feel up to it! !

I usually tone my surface first with a neutral cool- grey
tone…..(you can even use acrylic for this)...but many
times I do it w/ alkyd just before I star t to paint…
Apply like furniture stain until you get the desired value
(not too dark - a #7 or #8 -if 0=Black and 10=White)
….I like using Centurion panels lately linen mounted on
panel or New Traditiions but, cheaper panels are fine > (
I frequently use cheap store brand (like Dick Blick) and
add a coat or two of gesso to make them more suitable.
Boards are easier to store and to use a “wipe-out”
technique if you want to try that.
Rags or Paper towels, coffee, meds, snacks... all the
essential stuff. :)

